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Customize Views to Illustrate Interesting Biology
With perSPECtives you can compare modification states 
and sequence coverage maps between different sample 
types. Color schemes for peptides, proteins, samples, 
and modifications can be fully customized to highlight 
important differences in your experiments.

Scaffold perSPECtives comes with a Free Viewer and is available for Windows, Macintosh and Linux.

Interpret Exhaustive Proteomic Experiments 
with Ease
perSPECtives is built for tracking trends in thousands 
of proteins across hundreds of samples. Proteins 
can be clustered using label-free expression profiles 
and molecular function captured from Gene Ontology 
terms. An interactive heatmap lets you explore the 
quantitative relationship between changing proteins 
and categories of samples.

Organize Samples and Summarize Quantitative 
Differences
In perSPECtives you can organize and re-organize 
your data with ease.  Experimental hierarchies can  
be readily modified to flexibly organize data from any 
viewpoint.  Powerful summarization features allow you  
to visualize and statistically interpret the effects of  
different experimental factors.
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 Routine protein identification and 
quantitation for core facilities and  
collaboration

   Interpret data from 1D and 2D gels,  
 protein mixtures, whole cell lysates,  
 or biological fluids

   Combine search engine results from 
 multiple sources including a built-in  
 X!Tandem search option for extra  
 validation

   Aggregate analytical methods data
 for publishing

   Share data with user-friendly graphics 
 using free and intuitive viewers  
 available for Windows, Mac and Linux

 Detailed quality assessment of 
preliminary experiments

  Put different instruments, methods, 
 and search engines on a level playing  
 field to determine best practices and  
 tweak parameters

 Differentiation of intermingled proteins 
that share similar sequences

  Visualize interrelated peptide to protein 
 matches that help tease out isoforms  
 present in your samples
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Common Use Cases for Scaffold and perSPECtives

 Exhaustive proteomic profiling of 
complex data sets

  Scale to large experiments with 
 multi-dimensional fractionation  
 identifying thousands of proteins

   Track protein expression trends 
 including time course experiments

 Comprehensive scientific and clinical 
experiments containing hundreds of 
samples

  Use statistical expression analysis tools 
 to reveal the key proteins for biomarker  
 discovery experiments

   Classify groups of samples into 
 subcategories using quantitative  
 clustering and heat maps

   Catalog samples by traits or patient data 
 to explore which factors are most critical  
 for your experiment

   Recalculate FDRs across your entire 
 experiment to eliminate false positives  
 caused by aggregating many samples

 Long-term quality assessment
  Monitor your instruments using 

 longitudinal protein identification  
 studies of controlled standards


